
Ends & Components Solutions

ENDS & COMPONENTS



A Growing Demand

The challenge for consumer brands has become clear: 
 
It’s no longer a question of whether brands should shift to more sustainable packaging,  
but how. The 2021 Buying Green Report conducted together with Boston Consulting Group 
shows that sustainability is at the top of consumers’ lists when it comes to packaging. 

54%
 

of consumers say the 
sustainability of the 
packaging is a factor in 
their product selection 
process

52%
 

of consumers look 
for information on 
the recyclability or 
sustainability of the 
packaging of the 
products they buy

57%
 

of consumers are less 
likely to buy products with 
packaging that is harmful 
to the environment

(Source: Trivium 2021 Buying Green Report)

Turning Sustainability into Success

Our infinitely recyclable metal packaging solutions protect your product, promote 
your brand and preserve our planet.

Protect Your Product 
Longer shelf life, less waste, and fresher 
food

Promote Your Brand 
360° messaging, premium look  

and convenient open/close solutions

Preserve Our Planet 
100% infinitely recyclable packaging, the circular 
economy consumers want to see



Reliability You Can Count On

Trivium provides 100% infinitely recyclable packaging that meets the highest quality and safety 
standards. Our innovative sustainable packaging materials drive consumers to purchase. Our 
solutions enable us to partner with you across all nutrition segments and are designed to help grow 
your business while being eco-friendly.

Bottom Ends

Printed Sheets

Peel Off EndsScoop Out  
Easy Peel Ends

Our Products

Our components offer sustainable, high-quality, protective packaging. Nutrition components can 
be divided into: 
 

 
All our ends are produced in BRC- certified factories. In these factories, we have several tools to track 
the quality of our products including cameras, Lean Six Sigma, and a strict hygiene standard. All 
components are sold globally and therefore we have several shipping locations in Europe and across 
the Americas to match the need of our customers.

75%

   Bottom ends 
   Printed sheets

   Peel Off ends 
   Easy Open ends  
   Scoop Out Easy Peel ends 

of aluminium ever made 

is still in use.



Sizes (diameter) Partial Aperture Full Aperture

Easy Openings for Wet Dairy

For wet dairy products, our solutions include full aperture and partial aperture options.  
These ends are ideal for cans containing condensed or evaporated milk.

57.5

63

73

Peel Off Solutions for Dry Food

Along with our advanced Tab with Rivet® technology we produce peel off ends with flat tabs and 
ring pulls.

65 (211)  (no D) Yes

73 (300)  (no D) No

83 (307)  (no D) No

99 (401)  (no D)  (D) Yes

127 (502)  (no D)  (D) Yes

153 (603)  (no D)  (D) Yes

189 (710)  (D) No

No D = No Dimples  
D = Dimples

Sizes (diameter) Tab with Rivet® Flat Tab Ring Pull D- shape possible

Scoop Out Easy Peel 

This Scoop Out Easy Peel  creates a cavity for a scoop or measuring device that keeps the scoop from 

laying buried within the powder. The can utilizes a snap cap for its closure and it is available for 99mm 

and 127mm cans.

Key Advantages: 
   A more hygienic solution 
   Sustainable (less plastic) 
   High premiumization 
   Improved filling efficiency 
   Cost-saving related to a high plastic cap 
   Reduced powder fill volume

Advantages of Tab with Rivet® 
 
   Simple and safe to remove 
   Opening force <30N

  No risk of cuts 

  No risk of metal splinter in the product



Graphics Capabilities   

Trivium Packaging has state-of-the-art printing lines. We print in matte, gloss, and with spot effects 
using conventional and UV offset to ensure the best quality. Our graphics team is skilled in producing 
a variety of unique designs for our customer’s cans.

Bottom Ends

Our bottom end offerings for dry food include plain ends and blue dot ends, available in several 
thicknesses to meet your needs.

Sizes (diameter) Plain Blue Dot Dimples

Plain Ends Blue Dot Ends
Our plain ends offer a standard, safe and 
protective closure for your product.

Blue Dot bottom ends help safeguard against 
counterfeit products by allowing brands to add 
data such as production date, expiration date, 
place of production, or other relevant data to 
the product, ensuring the customer receives a 
verified, safe product.

65  

73  

83  

99   Yes

127   Yes

153   Yes

189  Yes

Endless Decoration Possibilities

High definition printing 
on state-of-the-art six 
colour lines

2400 dpi

Matte or gloss effects and 
spot effects are possible

Photographic 
images

Special  
Effects

Photographic 
High- definition 
Reproduction

Photochrome printing 
colours



Leading the Way

As a global leader in metal packaging, we received two A-ratings from the CDP for climate change and water 
security in 2020. We are committed to providing sustainable packaging that drives exceptional value for both 
you and the planet. Our innovative solutions in metal packaging and our global network of award-winning 

design capabilities help ensure your products stand out at the point of sale and beyond.

QR Code 
Easy Peel

Scoop Out  
Easy Peel 

TRIVIUM GLOBAL

EUROPE

NORTH & SOUTH 
AMERICA

NEARLY

3BILLION IN 
REVENUE

1300+
CUSTOMERS

20+
COUNTRIES

8000+
EMPLOYEES

A Sustainable Pursuit

Three Roads, One Incredible Company
Trivium is Latin for three roads coming together. At Trivium, people, planet, and customers  
are the foundations of our success. These three roads drive our passion to fulfill our mission of  
reliably delivering high-quality, innovative, and sustainable packaging that exceeds expectations 
in protecting and promoting our partners‘ brands.

A relentless focus 
on quality, service 
and sustainable  
innovation

Manufacturing  
sustainable, 
infinitely recyclable  
packaging

Providing a corporate socially responsible,  
inspiring and safe working environment
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R&D
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Component  Sites

Endless Possibilities

Our innovations bring new possibilities to our customer’s packaging options. Trivium produces 
99mm and 127mm Tab with Rivet® peel off ends with a QR Code that is activated when read by  
the filler. Additionally, we offer embossing and a variety of printing options that vary by end type.

Embossing Printing



Want to hear more?

To find out what our innovative and infinitely sustainable metal packaging can do for your nutrition 
products, contact us at Components@TriviumPackaging.com.

 


